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                           ABSTRACT

 The periods of body waves in lecal earthquakes as
    were studied.
 The periQds of impulsive initial waves increase with
     but are not related to earthquake magnitude and
   of our observation. The increa$ing rate of the period
   than that of the S-waves. The reason fbr this was

 The average periods of the P- and S--wave groups have
every station, irrespective of focal distance,

      to free oscillations of superficial layer.
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OBSERVED

                                                    observedi in Wakayama
    District
                                                     an increa:-e of tracvel-

    clistance, other effects, within the    range of the P-waves is more    rapid discussed.                                                       a certain fixed value

    in shock-rnagnitude, etc.. They may be
    attributed

1. Introduetion

    The periods of the seisinic waves observed at any station are presttmably related

to the conditions of the earthquake's origin, of' the path of wave propagation, and

of the observation points : that is, firstly, the emission mechanism of elastic waves at

the focus, the earthquake magnitude or the dimensien of focal region and the crustal

structure near the origin; secondly, the nature of the medium, the structure of the

crust and the focal distance, travelled by the earthquake-waves; and thirdly, the

underground structure in the vicinity of the observation stations and the frequency

response of the seismometer used. Because of these varlous factors the recorded
seismograms should be complicated.

    Accord2ng to many investigations hitherto made, it is generally accepted that the

seismic wave periods teRd to increase with the increasing travel-distance and an

increase in the magnitude of the earthquake, and tha# the predominant periods
depend upon the thickness of the superficial !ayer near the statien.

    In 2954 and 1956, precise seismometric observations were carried out in the
epicentral area of local shocks in Wakayama District for the purpose of studying the

nature ef micro-earthquakes (1). In this paper the relationship between the seismic

wave periods, especial}y of body waves, ebtalned from the recorded seismograms in
these observations, and the various factors mentioned in the following wlll be discussed:

firstly, the focal distance ; secondly, the earthquake magnitude, and thirdly, azimuthal

distribution, and so forth.
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2. Seismaograms

    The data used in the present anaiysis were 200 seismograms of 92 local earth-

quakes recorded at six stations; Idakiso, Wakanoura, Fuyuno, Nolcami, Kainan and

Yoro. AII of these stations are situated in a metamorphic rock zone. Their positions

                                             were shown in the previous paper
                                             (1).
                     Mtw ,,..i"..t2es.e.xb,seg;a,/r:.,2sE,r2g.ksgr,zl

                                             tion of the electromagnetic seis-

                                             mometers of O.45sec in natural
                          N,V'"w-v-'A-N•-tV
                                             period with a galvacnometer of

                                             O.40 sec in free period. The paper

                                             speed of the oscillogram was about

                                             5mm/sec, and the time was
                                             marked every second on the seis-

        Fig• !. Examples of sei$mograms. mograrn by the JJY standard short-

   (a) A-type, seismogram recorded at Nokami wave. The instruments ttsed at
       (No. 228)                                             ail stations were of the same type.
   ( b) B-type, seismogram recorded at Wakaneura
       (No. 228) It is, therefore, possible to com-
   (c) ?Ntoy.pieiss)eismogram recerded at YerO pare the seismograms at the re-

                                             spective stations with each other

without taking into consideration the mutual differences of the characteristics of

the instrttments.

    The recerded seismegrams can be roughly divided into two classes ; A and B, as

shown in Fig. 1. In type-A, the initial motions of both P- and S-waves are followed

by fairly regular oscillations similar to sinusoidal waves (i.e., the seismograms recorded

at Idakiso and Nokami). In type-B, on the contrary, oniy the impulsive initiai

motions of the P- and S-waves are cieariy recorded and are not foilowed by sinusoidal

osciliaÅíions. In both cases the recorded times of the first zero of initiai motion for

both waves were measured, and the average periods for four or five oscillations of

the P- and S-wave groups were read from seismograms of type-B. The periods of

S-waves were measured oniy from clear records. Measurements of these periods

were made mainly for the records of vertical component.

3. Perioas ef initial rnotiori of P- and S-waves

<1) Correction for recordecl Period

    It is diMcult, in general, to take out the true wave-form of the initial motion of

incident seismic waves from the recorded seismograms. Therefore, in order to dedttce
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it, the rnethod of comparing the record calculated from the previous!y assumed form

of incident wave with the real seismogram is usual!y adopted. Now, both our seis-

mometer and galvanometer are critical!y damped and their natural periods are nearly

equal. Hence, in this paper, the hypothetica! record was calculated from the assumed

incident wave, according to Kawasumi's method (2) based on Ga}itzin's results and
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        Fig. 2. Theoretical relatioRs between the half-period of initial motion
               of incident waves and the time of first zero on the ercord, in the
               case of our seismometer-galvanometer connection,

                         T: the peried of the incident wave
                         to: the time of first zero on record

to Tajime's method (3). Fig. 2 indicates the relation between the half-period of

initial motion for the incident wave and the time of the first zero of waves recorded

which could be obtained by calculation. The full line (I), broken line (II) and dotted

line (III) in the figure correspond to the following three cases respectiveiy assuming

the incident wave to be of the form;

 i) f(t)-•-==O for t<O and f(t)==slnPt for tk.-.O;
ii) f(t):=':'O for t<O and f(t)==3sinPt-sin3Pt for O;;:SPt:iÅín;

iii) the stationary state in the first case.

    As can be seen in Fig. 2, tlte recorded times of the first zero in the cases of i)

and ii) make no appreciable difference in the range O.05<T/2<O.17 sec or O.05<.

to<O.12 sec, whichever form of the incident wave was assumed to be. In the present

case, the recorded times of the first zero in 85fOo' of our 163 seismograms, for the

shocks of less than 5.0 sec in their P-"S times, are within the said range. Accordingly,
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the half-period of initiai wave was calcttlated froin the recorded time ef the first zero

on the seismograms, assurning the form of incident wave to be a distttrbance resem-

bling to case ii) owing to the reasons which will be mentioned subsequently. The

same procedure was pursued for the S-waves.

    Table I $hows the frequency clistribution of the half-period of initial metion at

each st.ation, ebtained by the above-described method. It should be further remarked

that the measuring error of the period is iess than 1/IOO sec.

            Table I. Frequency distribution of half-period of initial motion.

Å~

Period

Station

 sse.o3 - o.o6

OD6 - O.08

e.os - o.lo

O.10 - O.12

O.22 -- O.15

O.15 - O.20

   > O.20

Total

I

P s

li

1

g

ii

i'

F

P S

l'li

19 le

W
P s

ii' ik

18 3

N

P s

K

P s

    l..        311 IL.1

-2

il•-

Y

P S

 32
 51
 33
 51
 44
 l2
 55
26 18

Total

P s

 35

 36

 22

 15

 26

 ll

 18

163

ii"

ii

ln

(2) Relation betzveen the Jzalf-Period of the initial motion

   The relationship between the per.iod of seismic waves

by them, concerning distant earthquakes as wel} as near

tigated by many researchers (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). There

tigations about the period of initial motion or of the very
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                                                                        '
.m this observation, and so the preblem on the period of initial waves of such local

shocks and their travel-(listance will be treated here.

    Firstly, as to several clearly recorded earthquakes (Nos. 218, 228, 230, 250) (1)

the half-perieds of initial motion of P-waves ebserved at the respective stations were

plotted against their hypocentral distances, as shown in Fig. 3. This relation is not

uniquely determined for all shocks, but the half-periods tend to increase remarkably

with the increasing distance in each shock.

    Secondly, Figs. 4 (a)•v(f) show the relationship between the half-periods of

initial P- and S-waves or their period ratios and the travel-distance in all shocks

observed at each observatory. For convenience's sake the abscissa indicates the P-"S

times instead of focal distances. The circle (O), dot (@) and cross (Å~) show the

htalf-period of initial P-waves, tp, that of S-waves, ts, ancl their period ratio, ts/tp,

respectively.

    I?igs. 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the above-described relations for all sliocl<s observed

at all stations. That is, in these fignres, the preceding relations in the respective

observatories shown in Figs. 4 (a)t-v(f) are superposed.

    Half-periods of both the initial P- and S-waves are spread over a fairly wide

range. On the vrhole, however, they have a tendency to increase with a certain range,

as the P--vS time or the travel-distance increases, and the increasing rates become Iess

gradttally. The yate of this increase for the P-wave at the two stations, Kainan ancl

Yoro, seems te be slightly less than that at other stations.

    Thirdly, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the ratio of the half-period of the initial S-wave

to that of the P-wave has no fixed value and rather decreases rapiclly with increase

in travel-distance. This fact may be considered to indicate that the increasing rate

relative to the focal distance for the latter is greater than that for the former, as

can also be seen by comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 6. This contrasts sharply with the

case in the average periods of the both waves, which will be mentioned subsequently.

The similar tendency that some difference is recognizable between the incre.asing

rates for the P- and S-waves was observed also by A.E. Jones (5) in Hawaii.

(3) Relation betzveen the Periods of the initial motion and the eartlzqualee magnitude

   With a view to investlgate the relationship between the half-periods of initial P-

and S-waves and the corresponding earthquake magnitude, the magnitude of shocks

was classified into three degrees with the product of recorded maximum amplitude

and the P-N/S times at each station, .tdlmx (P"vS). This quantity means the maximttin

amplitude of every earthquake at a certain fixed distance. The triangle, circle and

square in Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the half-periods in the shocl< of which Amx (P--S)

is less than 20, in the range from 20 to 50, cand larger than 50, respectively, at the
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standard station Nol<ami. The energies releasecl from tlaese earthqualces are roughly

estimated (9) to be less than 10ii ergs, in the orcler of 10'i"vlO'2 ergs, and rnore than

10'2 ergs, respectively. As we can see in these figures, no remarkable clifference in

the periocls concerning the magnitude of the earthquake can be recognized within

these ranges observed, theugh a close correiation between the periocl ancl the magni-

tude in natural earthquakes er the araount of explosives in fielcl eiperiments has

been found out freqttently.

(4) A2•imuthal distribution of the Period of initial motion

    Several shocks with the alreacly determined hypocentre (1) were selected in

order to study the azimuthal distribution of the periods of initial motion. In each

earthquake, the angle, e, between one of nodcal lines and the line connecting the

epicentre and each station was measured cottnter-clockwise. }Iowever, the lialf-period

of the initlal P- and S-waves observed at each station seems to be unrelated to cose,

in all the shocks. Furthermore, the re!ationship between the half-period and the ratio

of maximum amplitude of the S-wave group, As, to that of the P-wave group, Ap,

at each station was examined for all the observed shocks. As/Ap or As/Ap(P--S)

is considered to be proportional to cot2e (11). The value of As/Ap was corrected

by magnification response of our seismometer for the respective periods of the P-

and S-waves. The half-period of the P-waves seems to decrease slightly with an

increase in As/Ap(P-vS). In none ef the afore-mentioned cases, hewever, any clear

evidence touching azimutha] distribution of those periods depencling upon an earth-
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qtial<e generation mechanism (12) was detected. Moreover, any differeRce in period,

in connection with the `push' and `pull' in the direction of the initial motion, or

relating to the travel-time anomalies previously reported, could not be ascertained.

4• Average periods of the P and S-wave groups

   As menti'oned previ'ously, the average periods of the P- and S-wave grottps were

measured frorn the seismograms of type-A recorded at Idakiso and Nokami. When
the incident wave is in stationary oscillation as in the form i), stated in the preceding

paragraph, the period of the recorded wave is equal to that of the incident one, as

shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the average period can easily be obtained from a seis-

mogram without correction. The frequency distribution of the average periods thus

obtained is tabulated in Table II.

                 Table II. FrequenÅëy distribution of average period
                          of P- and S- wave groups.

'. . Station  ...xX

 Period

I

P s

       s
   < O.10
O.10 - O.13

O.13 -- O.15

O.15 - O.17

O.17 - O.20

   > O.20

I

I

l
lo  1

N

P s

1
l

i

l

Total

ii  1 iii   l

32 32 41 37

Y

P s

ii      8Si

26 18

Tetal

P s

ii /i

i
89 83

    Tlie average periocls scatter less widely thafi in the case of half-period of initial

motion. When plotted, they have approxirnately fixed values irrespective of the P--vS

times or travel-distances and earthquake magnitgdes, as shown in Fig. 8, and differ

from the cases of half-periods. There is a slight difference in the mean values of

average periocls observed at two of the stations.

5. D;scussien

(1) l'eriods of the initial P- and S-waves

    The cause of increase in tlie period of earthquake waves with an increase in

travel-distance has been considered to be mainly attributable to the viscosity of the

medium for wave propagation, since the other effects, such as scattering due to hetero-

geneity in the medium or superposition (13) of the various waves, seems to be com-

paratively little. The attenuation factor of amplitude in relation to trcavel-distance

for the waves propagating in visco-el.ftstic medlum (for example, the Voigt medel) is
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proportional to the square of the wave frequency (i4, i5, 16). Hence, the waves

wlth longer periods survive as the travel-distance increases, because the wave

components of higher frequency decay mere rap2dly. K. Sezawastudied theoretically

the problem ef wave propagation in the visco-elastic medium of Voigt solid when

several types of disturbance were generated at the origin (17). From these results,

B. Gutenberg established and expressed the relation between the period of seismic

wave and the focal distance in the formula (18);

                              T=- d/T8+13i, d, (i)

where T and Te are the observed period and the original period emitted from the
focus, respectively, A is the hypocentra! distance, Y the velocity of wave propagation

and a a constant.

    Next, we try to exp!ain, from the standpoint of the visco-elastic medium, the

fact that the half-periods of the P-wave increase more rapidly than that of the

S-wave as Åío the focal distance. As one of the simplest mode} of visco-elastic medium,

the Voigt model was adopted in the present case. Our observed resuits shown in

Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that the respective mean Åëurves are in fairly good accordance

with the above Gutenberg's formula. Hence, the relationship between the half-periods

and the travel-distance of the P- and S-waves can be represented by the following

formulae :

                       Tp == tv! TFo---vap3 d for p-wave, >

                       Ts=" 'VT3o+ 5gd for s-wave, i (2)

and . a=Ka-<--:2Å}-.2--t•}!--f-,B-If2'C` .'

                                 ii
where Tpo and Tse are the original periods and Vp and Vs are the propagation

velocities, for the P- and S-waves, respectively. ?,' and ,ee' are the viscosity coefu-
cients ana!ogous to Lame's elastic constants Z and pt. pt' and Z'-i-g pt' are the so-

called shear viscosity and dilatational viscosity respectively, p is the density and K

is a numerical constant determined from the form of disturbance at the origin. '

   From (2), we get

                         cu x v$ ddT,Pt , R -= vg -ddTd2s-, (4)

and therefore

                           f..,(Yg)3.d-,Tim,P2/a,T,s2. (s)
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AIso from (3), we have

                                 -i} == tt-I-{-2• (6).

    The coefficients tu and B can be determined frem the observed results by the

method of least squares, but were roughly estimated in the present treatment by

means of a simple procedure. In this calculation the following values of J7p, Ys

and Omeri's constant le were used, which have already been determined en the crustal

structure in Wakayama District (1).

      Yp == 4.3I<m/sec, Vs == 2.5km/sec and Ie :6.e in the surface layer,

      Yp tt 5.5l<m/sec, Vs == 3.21<m/sec and le == 7.6 in the second layer.

The observe(l period contain all those in the cases that the focus is both in the upper

iayer and in the second layer. Censidering twe extreme cases in which the crust is

only of the uniform meclium of 4.3km/sec or 5.5I<m/sec in propagation velocity, the

real values of a ancl S should be calculatecl as the values between these two. Taking

these clrcumstances into consideration, we find

                       7.2Å~ 109 <a<1.2 >< 10ie c.g.s. ,

                       1.0Å~10g<B<1.7Å~109 c.g.s..

The calculated value of at agrees in its order ef inagnitude with the previously

obtained ones by Gtttenberg (18), Asada and Suzuki (8) and others. NTo result as

to the value of I9 for S-waves can be traced.

    Taking the following values as the metan density (,o) and rigidity (Fx) in the

upper layer of metarnorphic rocks and in the seconcl layer of granite, namely:

             p == 2.64, pt = 2,30Å~10" c.g.s. for the ttpper iayer,

             p == 2.67, pt = 2.87Å~10i' c.g.s. fer tlie second layer,

Z' and itt' ca.n be calculated by Eq. (3) as follows, .ftssuming the value of K to be

8A-11 (18):

                        2,5Å~109<Z'<6AÅ~109 c.g.s.,

                        4,8Å~10S<pt'<l.2Å~109 c,g.s.,

                        1.7 Å~ le-3 < pti/pt <5.2Å~ 10--3 .

The viscosity coefficients thus obtainecl are in appreximate accordance with the va,lues

determined by Jeffreys (19), Sezawca and Kanai (20) and others, and the value of

pt'/ia agrees in its order both with lcnboratory data on variotts rocks and with field

experiments (21).

   Moreover, the following resu!ts are obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6),

                           TX- == 7•36 , tt•l -- br.36 .

                                '
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The ratio of dilatational viscosity to shear viscosity, Z'/pt'+2/3, is calcu!ated to be

about 6. Few vaiues of 2L'/pt' have been determined by laboratory experiments. K.

Iida (22) published his experimental result of 2,'/pt'=6.43 for pttmice at zero water

centent. It is also reported by another investigator (23) that A'/pe' is nearly 36 for

a klnd of metal (nickel). Therefore, olir calculated value is not an unexpected one.

    As to the ratio of the period of the initial P-wave to that of the S-wave, K.

Kanai discussed theoretically (24) in the case of a perfect elastic medium, and

showed that the latter is about txvice the former, taking into accettnt the correction

due to a constant of seismograph (25). On the ether hand, this ratio becornes neariy

1.8, which can be obtained from Jeffreys' Sheoretical calculation (26). But these

results indicate that the ratio of the above two periods do not change as to the travel-

distance.

    In order to explain the results illtistrated in Fig. 7, the formulae (2) in the case

of visco-elastic medium can be cited and rewritten in the form :

                             'Ti'//;'`=''Vli"///S"','2MmeBameddt'/'t"ii"' '(2')

As the hypocentral distance ti increases, Ts/Tp changes from Ts,/Tp, to ,Vgt (-}• l--Is-')3•

The original periods Tpe and Tso cannot easily be determined by extrapolation of the

resor}ts in Figs. 5 and 6. The observed rninimttm half-period of the P-wcftve is O.03

sec, and that of the S-wave is O.06 sec. If these values correspond to the original

half-periods approximately, Ts/Tp decreases from 2 to O.8 with an increase in focal

distance. The results shown in Fig. 7 can be 1scnown from these points of view.

    Comparing, then, the increasing rates of the periods of the initiai P- and S-waves

with each other, vLTe find theoretically the following reiations from the formulae (5)

                    dT?J :..,. dT?s
                    wwdimA-:•ll•v" dd } aCCording as R'/lx'tt..--.3.1,

assuming PoissoR's ratio to be O.25. That is, it is the case of A7/x'>3.1 when the

increasing rate of the period of P-wave with increasing distance is larger than that

of the S-wave. The present!y obtained value of X/pt' is within this range, and may

be considered to be reasonable one from the above consideration about the experi-

rnental data and from the aspect of the attenuation factor of amplitude obtained by

some researchers.

    Consequently, our observed resuks are explainable, if we consider the dilatational

viscesity in Åíhe medium of wave propagation to be about six times as large as the

shear viscosity.

    However, the above relation cannot hold without any modification for more distant
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earthquakes. Otherwise, the period of the P-wave come to be longer than that of

the Swave at a Iong distance. This is not generally acceptable. This problem may

probably be soived, if the value of l'/12' at depth is $maller thafi at the shallower

crust and Z'/pt'<3.1 on the greund that the initial wave propagates more deeply in

the crust to a distant station.

    On the other hand, N. Rickey stated in his wavelet theory on the visco-eiastic

medium that the wavelet breadth is proportional to the square root of the travel time

of its centre (28, 29). Ke confirmed his theory by field experiments and calculated

the viscosity of shaie from the relation between the wavelet breadth, b, and tyavel

time, t; b2/t==const. (30). This can be rewritten into tke formula relating the period,

T, with the travel-dlstance, d, as follows:

                                 T""4d/popv3d} ' (7)

where 'o is the viscosity oÅí the medium for wave propagation, and can be expressed
by tp ==g{,1'ri-2pt') for the P-wave, and by oprmict' for the S-wave, in terms of A' and

pt'. In this case the form of disturbance at the origin was assumed to be of a rectan-

gular type. If Eq. (7) ls applied to our data, op is estimated to be of the order of

109 c.g.s. for propagation of the P-wave aRd 108 c.g.s. for that of the S-wave, adopt-

ing the previously mentioned crustal structure. Here, however, the ratlo of the period

of the initial P-wave to that of the S-wave is constaRt, regardless of travei-distance.

Therefore, Rickey's formula cannot give a complete explanation to our observed resuits.

    ConsequentIy, we may consider that Gtttenberg's formula can most suitably

express our obtained data.

(2) Average Period •
    The average periods ef the P- and S-wave groups may be considered to represent

the approximate predorninant periods in their respective groups. The fact that there

is a different predominant period in every station has been approved from many

observations since some ten years ago (31). The predominant period was attributed

(32) to the period of free oscillations of superficial layer, which is secondarily excited

by multiple refiectiens in that rayer in the case of incidence of impulsive initial

shocks, and the possibMty of free oscillations of the surface layer was also studied

theoreticaliy (33, 34). According to those investigations, free osciilations have a

periodicity when the length of disturbance in the impulsive wave is longer as com-

pared with the thickness of surface layer. Hence, the predominant pefiod depends

upon the thickness of the surface iayer, and the fact that it has a certain definite

value scarcely relating to the travel-distance of seismic waves, the earthquake magni-

tude etc., has been ascertained (35, 36). This agrees with our present findings.
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Judging from seismograms recorded at Wakanoura, KaiRan and especially at Yoro,
the initial P- and S-waves seem to be fair!y impulsive, as shown in Fig. 1. There-

fore, the sinusoidal oscillations following the initial motion recorded at Idakiso and

Nokami may be considered to be free oscillatlons of the stiperficial layer, cem-

posed of weathered schist, excited by the initial motion. The relationship between the

surface thickness and the period of body waves has been estimated to variotts forms,

not only in observations of near earthquakes (6, 37, 38, 39) but also in field experi-

ments (40, 41). According eo the results of these researches, the thickness of the

superficial layer near the above two stations is presumed te be less than leO m, even

if the velocity in this layer is assumed to be nearly 2km/sec. The delay in travel-

time due to the existence of this layer is within O.03 sec and has no effect upon

the travel-time anomalies dlscussed in the previous paper.

6. Cone}uding remarks
                             '
    The following results were obtained frorn a period analysis for the body waves
                                                                              ttof local earthquakes observed in Wakayama District.

    i) The initial waves are considered to be of an impulsive character. Their

periods increase with increasing distance travelled by the waves, but they are related

neither to the magnitude of earthquake noy to other effects within the range of our

observation. No clear evidence on azimuthal distributian for the periods was re-

cognizable.

    ii) The cattse for the increase of periods of initial waves with an increase in

feca! distance is attributable to the viscosity of the medium for wave propagation.

The relation between the periods of initial P- and S-waves and the trave}-distance can

approximately be ey. pressed by Gutenberg's formu}a, but the increasing rate of the

former is more rapid than that of the }atter. This may be by reason that the dilata-

tional viscosity of the medium is considerably larger than the shear viscosity. Our

present results can be explained by the hypothesis that the di}atational and shear

viscosities have the order of 109-"10'O and leS-vlO" in c.g.s. units, respectively, and

the former is about six times the !atter.

    iii) The average period$ of the P- ancl S-wave groups have a certain fixed
value irrespective of the focal distance, the earthquake magnitude and other effects,

within the scope of this observation. Namely, they may be closely related to the con-

ditions of the observation station.
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